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COSMI IC AWARENESS is the Force that expressed Itself through Jesus of Nezareth, the Buddha, Krishna, Mohammed . Edgar Cayce: and
other trreat avatars who served as 'Channel s' for the 'lieaventy (' ethe r ' and who speaks attain today as the world begins to enter the New Ag e
of spiritual consciousness and awareness . Since 19G3 Cosmic Awareness has been communicating through carefully-trained channels . The infor-
mation contained herein was received from deep super-conscious trance level, and 'interpreted' by an entity affiliated with C .R .C . Thi s
information is for those who desire to help In bringing in the New Age . 'throughout the thousands of ' it ead•ag s ' given ahronnh these channels .
Connie Awareness tells us not to beiieve anything., but to question . explore, doubt, and discover for yourself, through your owa charm et ,
what is the truth . Cosmic Awareness will only indicate and suggest . Neither C .A .C .. the Aquarian Church of Universal Service, or the Interpreter ,
Paul Shockley is responsible for anything ; Cosmic Awareness may state in any of these readings, nor does C .A .C . or Taut Shockley necetsard y
believe or agree with the statements of Cosmic Awareness . Paul tnterpn'ts the energies as he sees them in trance levels and is not personall y
responsible for :st oat said .Members of C .A .C . are invited to send in questions of general interest to ask Awareness for possible publication .

PETER BEIE R
i1e A!arof

Co' sciousness
Paul Shockley

Trance--Interprete r

From a C .A.C . General Reading, April II, 1980 t

QUESTION :

We have received the following question, or variation of this question, many times . Was Dr .
Beter's recent heart attack natural or was it a psychotronic `hit'? And if so, by whom? Th e
probability that such an event would occur while Dr. Beier was recording one of his tapes i s
only one in 720. If an attack was made upon him, was the tape recording time chosen delib-
erately, and if so, for what reason? This question from K .B .
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COSMIC AWARENESS :

This Awareness indicates it appears that there was a force, as indicated in he question ,
which was directed toward this entity which contributed greatly to this incident . This i\war t
ness indicates that this appears to have been brought about in an effort to curtail informatic
which was being released . This Awareness indicates that this intended to appear :ts a natural
death caused by the heart attack .

This Awareness indicates that there appears to be some present protection around t l
entity preventing further similar attacks . This Awareness suggests that entities wishing
contribute to this protection of this entity to visualize the entity wrapped in a cocoo n
white light spun and woven around this entity as threads of silk---the white light pProte i
ing this entity from any further attacks in the future . This Awareness indicates the e n
as already under much protective grace . That those wishing to continue and contribute
this may do so through their prayers, through their meditations, through their visuali z
ions of the resonating electro-magnetic energy field surrounding this entity, permcau r
his body , and through the image of the cocoon-like silkened threads of white ligh t
wrapped around and around in a protective shield .



This Awareness indicat es that this entity as being guide d
carefully from higher vibratory levels for his purpose as a
messenger .

This Awareness indicates this entity as having experienced the
lifetime as Nicodemus in the Sanhedrin or ruling class during the time o f
Jesus, wherein this entity . against his peers, stood up for the entity Jesus an d
sought to assist this entity, and thereafter became a follower of the entity Jesus .

This Awareness indicates this entity 1)r . Beier as having also been that entity known as Cicero, and also
Disraeli . This Awareness indicates this entity as having had much influence in various key times throughou t
history in assisting to bring about greeter understanding and enlightenment to the masses .

This Awareness indicates the entity Disraeli as having brought many reforms for the benefit of women, children ,
and the working class of England during his lifetime and this Awareness suggests that this entity as havin g been
well known for his oratory and quick mind a.nd way with words *

This Awareness indicates the entity Dr . Beter in present life as carrying on, reflectin g
the law practice of his past experiences, the oratory and the statesmanlike understandin g
and the wisdom to recognize justice and humanitarian principles and the need for ideal s
to guide the human condition .

Cicero.

This Awareness indicates that this entity has come under great criticism by many, has been ridiculed by many .
That those who have ridiculed this entity generally have only reflected their own ignorance of the facts in thei r
pompous attitudes . These entities merely reflect how little they really understand in terms of scientific, political ,
economic, and national and international affairs . This Awareness indicates that much of what the entity Dr . Beter
has related is only now beginning to surface in other areas , through other publications, and much of this will no t
surface from other publications or other areas for many years to come .

This Awareness indicates that this entity is not likely to be seen as a popular spokesman for the tunes, as th e
entity is ahead of his time and the popular ideas are twenty years behin'i the reality which entity informs other s
of. This Awareness indicates if an entity seeks to he popular, the entity must tell the populous that which the y
already believe . This entity, Dr. Betcr, does not seek popularity, but simply seeks to tell it as it is for those wh o
have the eyes to sec, the ears to bear, and the wisdom to understand .

This Awareness indicates this entity is not . infallible in everything he says, but is informative, and entities ca n
learn much by listening to his messages .

This Awareness suggests that entities review the messages from th e
previous tapes, particularly the tape regarding the inflation during the pos t
World War One era in Germany . This Awareness indicates this appears t o
be tape No. 50. This Awareness indicates that this tape and Dr . Beter' s
explanation of the situation at that time will reveal to entities the genera l
scenario of the economic condition facing this nation (luring the comin g
few years and entities who listen to these messages will begin to see th e
signs as they arise in their newspapers so that they need not be taken b y
surprise .

This Awareness indicates the future is never fixed, never absolut e
according to any prediction, but the general directions incline in suc h
a way that this entity's messages appear to be continuing as valid in thei r
predictions . This Awareness indicates that: there are mitigating circum-
stances which will alter certain aspects of future events, but it is wise fo r
entities to be made aware of the energies in motion ; and this entity, Dr.
Beter, has revealed these energies, so that : you may have greater under -
standing of the general direction which must be observed in terms o f
future events .

This Awareness indicates that the entity often serves as an alarm i n
consciousness, alarming entities .l'he purpose of an alarm is to ring ou t
and awaken other ; . This Awareness indicates that the alarm does not wait until absolute proof is present, th e
alarmist does not wait until the fire has begun gutting a building, the alarm does not wait until the enemy ha s
attacked your fortress --- the alarm rings out well ahead of time as a warning . This Awareness indicates a smok e; .Iarm may go off before great fires have broken out .
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This Awareness indicates Dr . Beter 's alarm has been ringing, and because of that alarm and others of a sim iiiIa r
nature, many of the crises which the entity warns about have been diminished, the energies being curtailed becaus e
entities have awakened in resnonsc to the alarm .

This Awareness indicates some entities, rather than awakentng and responding, become annoyed that the alar m
would ring and disturb their stupor .

This Awareness blesses this alarm .

EDITOR'S Note :

Marcus Tullius Cicero, (106 to 43 BC) was a Roman orator, senator, lawyer and write r
who took the simple Latin prose of his day, which was merely one of the ancient dialects ,
and made it the universal language of mankind which has endured for 20 centuries . His
favorite quotation was "Knowledge of all that is, is the supreme rlelight" .Although Cicer o
did not take part in the assassination of Julius Caesar, he did condone it and was pursue d
by Mark Antony and publicly executed for his beliefs .

Benjamin Disraeli, Earl of Beaconsfield, (1804--1881), Prime Minister of England unde r
Queen Victoria and the real power behind the throne . His mysticism and his Hebre w
romanticism contributed greatly to the building of the Empire and they survive today it
the ha .l .f-mystical ideal that pervades the Commonwealth of Nations . For Disraeli . Christ-
ianity was "completed Judaism" and though proud of his Jewish origins, he saw Baptis m
and assimilation as the logical course for Jews in a Christian society . An example of hi s
facile wit, quick mind, and way with words, history records one of his famous encounter s
with William Gladstone during a debate in the House of Parliament. Gladstone, batin g
Disraeli as a powerful Jew in the Queen's favor and for his sweeping political vision ,
leaped to his feet after one of Disraeli's oratories and yelled, "I predict, Mr . Disraeli ,
you will one day either be hanged as a traitor or die of syphilis! " Disraeli turned to hi m
and yelled back, "That, Mr . Gladstone, will depend on whether I embrace your politic s
or your mistress . "

Dr. Beter's Audio Letters can be obtained by writing :

The Dr. Refer Audio Lette r
PO Box 1642 8
Ft. Worth, Texas 76133

	

(Back-issue tapes, including the one Awareness recommend s
in. this reading are available )

Printed transcriptions of the Dr . Beter Audio Letters can be obtained (as well a s
hack-issues) from :

Wisconsin Report
PO Box 4 5
Brookfield, Wisconsin, 53005 ($10 for a one year subscription . Back issues 20 cents each )

ARE THERE OTHER CHANNELS FOR AWARENES S

ELSEWHERE IN THE WORLD ?

QUESTION :

	

More on the Interpreter, Paul Shockley )

A question from T .M . : `To what extent is the information from Cosmic Awareness messages via 'aul Shockle y
available in other geographical locations throughout the world? Are Paul's interpretations that you pub'ish an d
mail out the major source, or are there several channels in foreign countries that are operating in the same wa y
that Paul and you are serving to get the Cosmic Awareness word out? What is the major role of the geographica l
location of the United States in the ushering in of the New Age and the Unified States of Awareness concepts ?
Phrased another way, Why the United States at this time of the Aquarian Age's beginning? '

COSMIC AWARENESS :

This Awareness indicates that there are many entities throughout the world who are channeling this Awareness ,
though these cltannclings are not cf the same nature . "his A.warencss indicates that each channeling, each opening ,
is somewhat different and unique . This Awareness indicates there arc (linden' ways, different avenues for the Spiri t
to move into this plane to have its effect . This Awareness indicates that the present interpreter as one who has
developed this particular avenue from experiences which go back over many lifetimes .
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This Awareness indicates that this entity as even now having a connection through the Aka-cord with a mumm y
which lies deep in the sands of Egypt, this mummy dating back approximately twelve thousand years . This Aware-
ness indicates this entity as also having more recent experience contributing to the particular manner of channelin g
as the entity William Penn . This Awareness indicates the entity William Penn having spent the last two months o f
his life in a deep coma or trance-like state . This Awareness indicates this ex perience And the mummification exper-
ience, wherein the entity was placed into a deep hypnotic trance, injected with a scrum which crystallized the cells ,
and whereby the entity was mummified while still alive---this has created a particular manner of channeling whic h
is somewhat unique for this entity, which would not be the same without those experiences . his Awareness ind-
icates there are also other experiences which the entity has entered into during different lifetimes, and all of thes e
add up to to the sum total, the Gestalt of the entity's present channeling capacities .

Paul Shockley William Pen n

This Awareness indicates other entities have their own particular experiences, from this lifetime and previous
lifetimes, and in their capability of becoming clear . These entities open their channel with regard to their previous
experiences and their own channel, likewise, is a unique vehicle for Spirit to enter and serve upon this plane .

This Awareness wishes entities not to attempt to imitate or emulate others, but rather to discover their own for m
of channeling the Spirit . For each entity has the capacity to be a channel, bin each entity 's channel is a unique for m
--and the one who is hest at singing should not attempt to be a dancer, and the one who is best at writing shoul d
not attempt to be a trance medium, and the one who is best in sports should not attempt to be a lawyer or banker ,
and the one who is best at counseling should not attempt to be involved in salesmanship . This Awareness suggests
that each entity find that area which is best suitable for your own particular type of channeling of the Spirit where -
by you can best give service to others and develop those talents which lie within yourself.

In reference to the role of the United States, this Awareness indicates that essentially, there are the forces whic h
have moved from Egypt which were programmed during the time of Ra-"1'a in the ancient Egyptian period wherei n
the Sphinx and first pyramid were built . These forces, the royalty of Egypt, and those who took upon themselves
the responsibility for guiding the consciousness of the future generations, these entities moved as a group, reincarn-
ating in group mind from place to place for various purposes, bringing together that situation of the Essenes where -
by the entity Jesus could enter and leave his mark . These entities also assisted in the area of Java, preparing the wa y
for the Buddha . These entities also assisting in Persia, preparing the way for Mithra . This Awareness indicates the
entities also assisted in Rome and Greece and later in France and in England . This Awareness indicates these entitie s
also assisting in the founding of the United States in its present situation .

This Awareness indicates that these entities, being programmed as a group of approximately one thousand entities ,
moving together from lifetime to lifetime in various ways, these entities appearing at crucial times in places wher e
the stress points of change were due to occur. This Awareness indicates that at present time these changes are du e
to occur in the. United States and also in connection with other areas of the world . This Awareness indicates thi s
including the Soviet Union and areas of Europe . This Awareness indicates these links may occur at a later time ,
whereby the forces become more aware of each other's presence and the relationships which are linking them .

This Awareness indicates that the Soviet Union is aware, to a certain degree, of the messages which this Aware-
ness has channeled through this entity--that the degree of interest in this as being relatively low, but as also havin g
certain significance in particular areas or circles . This Awareness indicates this being brought about by the reprint-
ing and remailing of particular messages into that area . This Awareness suggests however, that the messages so far
as being insignificant in relation to any influence on the consciousness of those in the Soviet Union . This Awareness
indicates however, within the Soviet Union itself there are other ways whereby this Awareness moves through it s
other channels : through the scientists, through the politicians, through the teachers and through certain psychic s
in that Soviet Union, and the awareness there is also expanding and consciousness is rising there also .



This Awareness suggests that throughout the world there is the gradual rising of consciousness ; that the use of
spiritual groups for this purpose is hut one avenue for the Universal Spirit to enter into this plane . This Awarenes s
suggests you recognize also the value of the communication systems, such as radio, telephone, television, and th e
printed word ; for these communication systems are of enormous value in raising the consciousness of entitie s
throughout the world . The very act of informing entities, allowing them to glimpse other cultures, other values ,
other concepts is an act of raising their consciousness .

This Awareness indicates also, certain events as confrontations, wherein all of consciousness focuses on an even t
which makes headlines throughout the world, these symbols and focal points also have . affects on consciousness t o
raise the understanding in certain situations, so that all entities become better equipped to handle relationships .
This Awareness indicates that wherein war and violence erupt, these serve as examples for solving problems ; and
entities who sec such examples for solving problems, do not learn to solve their problems through diplomatic o r
conciliatory means, but may rather see that violence is a way of life, and in such examples consciousness can b e
set back.

IS PAUL SHOCKLEY AN ASPECT OF JESUS ?

QUES PION :

A question from .I) .B. which is along this line : "I have read a portion of the Seth Material which seems to relate t o
Paul Shockley and the Aquarian Church . It stated that one aspect of Jesus would return to set up a new church a s
Christ had intended it to be, but that by this action would also undermine all current ; religious organizations . Is
Paul's church the one mentioned, and also is Paul the third aspect of Jesus mentioned in the material? "

COSMIC AWARENESS :

This Awareness indicates that the entity Paul Shockley as a re ;ncarnation cf the entity Natha.nacl* . This Aware-
ness indicates that this entity having served with Jesus during the time of his alchemical action upon this plane ; th e
entity then moving on into other actions. This Awareness indicates that the entity, Paul Shockley, as not havin g
been an aspect of the entity Jesus ; that the entity as having been a close friend and follower of this entity .

This Awareness indicates that the Aquarian Church and Cosmic Awareness Communications as being guided b y
this Awareness through this entity and others for the purpose of reconciling the various religious concepts whic h
separate entities from each other, and giving a sense of direction to these various religious cones its so that th e
return to the spirit. of religion, the philosophy of humanity and Oneness of all Iiving beings is respected . This Aware-
ness indicates that the Seth Material as basically correct, applying in principle to this action, but not limited sunnil y
to the Aquarian Church—for the church which is being created by the crystal clear consciousness, the Christ Con-
sciousness, is that which is occurring in consciousness itset , including all those entities whc arc becoming aware ,
regardless of whether they have any connection with the Aquarian Church or not . This Awareness indicates how-
ever that tt intends to focus great energies into the organization and promotion and growth of the Aquarian Churc h
as this church begins to manifest and exemplify the teachings which this Awareness wishes entities to recognize .

This Awareness indicates that this church as but being in potential levels, waiting for those proper energies fo r
its proper launching . And when it is time, and the energies are present; and those on the inner plane who are pre-
paring and assisting in the development of this chu r ch, and when these entities arc satisfied that the energies ar e
correct and ready to move, this church will begin to grow and develop in a manner which will be surprising to th e
masses -- for tin church does have the nucleus which is capable of tying together humanity unto one, harmoniou s
mandala .

This Awareness indicates that It is working through entities on the inner planes and entities on the physica l
plane to bring forth the proper energies whereby this church may begin to sail ; for this as being prepared for th e
role of the Carrier and form which shall help to direct the spiritual energies into those proper paths and direction s
for service in the New Age .

' ` ED 'S Note :

Nathanael, horn at Cana of Galilee . One of the Twelve, under the name of Bartholomew . He was one of th e
seven Apostles to whom .Jesus appeared after the resurrection at the Sea of Tiberias . When introduced to Jesu s
by Philip, Jesus said, "Behold an Israelite indeed, in whom there is no deceit ;" thus making his name almost a

'`.at synonym for sincerity . Tradition says he preached in Arabia Felix, having Matthew's gospel, and was crucifie d
in Armenia or Cilicia.

REVELATIONS OF AWARENESS is a cosmic newsletter published every two weeks by Cosmic Awareness Communications ,

P .O. Box 115, Olympia, Washington 98507 (A non-profit organization) . Rates and membership information is available upo n
vgnest . For samples of these communications, send $3 .00 for 80 page book, `Cosmic Awareness Speaks' to above address .
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